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PhxMQG Lotto Block for March 2021 

Helen’s Spring Chickens 
Unfinished: 9½” x 9½”    Finished 9” x 9” 

Remember you will receive an EXTRA raffle ticket when you enter FIVE blocks. 
 

  
 

This block was created by my friend, Helen Howe (@helenhowetextiles). She made a mistake in cutting one of the 
background pieces. If you cut the 8” x 3” background, you will just need to trim it to 5” after you have inserted the two 
legs. Alternatively, you can start with a 5” x 3” background piece and will still have some room to adjust where the legs 
are placed relative to the 5” x 5” body piece and then trim.  
  

Website: Modern Quilt Group - Free Tutorial - One Hundred Cushion - Page 1 (mqgb.org.uk) 
 

Specific Directions for the PhxMQG Lotto Block 
 

The background fabric should be low volume 
Your choice for chicken body and parts but a “wild” fabric for the legs is recommended (stripes, checks, etc.) 
Your choice for the color of the button for the eye 
 

Variations to consider:  (If you are feeling rebellious)   
➢ Reverse the coloring: low volume chicken and “high volume” background 
➢ Create a pieced background or piece the 5” x5” body of your chicken 
➢ Angle the legs (use a longer leg piece and cut the appropriate background piece at an angle rather than 

perpendicular for one or both legs 
➢ Use two 5 x 2 background pieces for the legs to create legs with bends at the knees (angled cuts in both 

backgrounds that allow the leg inserts to line up at the “knees” 
➢ Embellish your chicken 
➢ Add a tail or wing to your chicken ( 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional) 
➢ “Dress your chicken” as a particular character 
➢ Create your eye from embroidery, a bead or something else 
➢ What can you think up? 

 

 
Chicken After Dark 

 
Chickendale Dancer  

If you post on Instagram, please 
include the following hash tags: 
 
#phxmqg 
#phxmqgblocklottery 
@helenhhowestextiles 
 

 

https://www.mqgb.org.uk/patterns/chickentute.html

